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CHAPTER I 
WRITTEN COMPOSITION NEEDS 
The inability of students to express themselves properly 
and adequately in the written form of communication is a pro-
blem which plagues all teachers from the junior high level 
through the graduate school. Though it is a problem which 
concerns teachers of all curricula, it is of particular con-
cern to teachers of English. They are often made aware of 
the facts pointed out be Coleman,l 
The results of English composition teaching are 
generally unsatisfactory. There is dissatisfaction 
with the ability in written English of pupils who 
enter high school and of those who leave high school 
to go to institutions of higher learning. 
Looking for the reasons for such a condition, one finds 
the following to be true: 
The particular line of instruction which has been 
emphasized in this field of English composition has, in 
a great many cases, degenerated into a series of formal 
excercises in the course of which pupils are drilled in 
the trivialities of verbal expression ••• fhe present 
courses in English composition do not seem to be satis-
factorily productive, they are deficient in producing 
mastery of writing techniques, and they do not contri-
bute as they should to the enlargement of the contents 
of pupil experience,2 
2 Ben. G. Graham, et.al., What the High Schools Ought 
Imerfcan Council on Education, 1940, to Teachr. Washington: 
P• 28. 
f'lloston University 
School of Education 
. -.___ Library 
" 
2 
This thought continues: 
Therefore an essential in teaching correct 
English is, strangely enough, less emphasis on 
errors and more emphasis on interesting language 
activities. The elimination of errors has become 
an end in itself in too many classrooms. The pupil 
should be led to do interesting things with language, 
and to derive the satisfaction that comes from the 
applause of his teacher and classmates ••• The posi-
tive approach through worthwhile activities Which 
are interesting in themselves will do more to break 
down the customary attitude of passive resistance 
than any amo~t of specific drill, no matter how 
badly needed. 
Early2 corroborates t~~s viewpoint by saying that "Public 
opinion agrees with findings of research on the lack of 
usefulness of formal grammar. As an analytical and theo-
retical study, grammar should be dropped from the curricu-
lum." As one investigates the research concerning which 
Early speaks, one quickly finds that what she said was no 
exaggeration • 
••• scientific investigations have failed to show 
the effectiveness of grammar in the elimination 
of usage errors ••• There is no scientific evidence 
of the value of grammar which warrants its appear-
ance as a prominent gr even distinct feature of 
the course of study. 
1 w. Wilbur Hatfield, Chairman, An 
riculum in En~lish, N.C.T.E., New York: 
Croft Co., 193 , p. 243. 
Experience Cur-
D. Appleton-
2 Margaret J. Early, "An Evaluation of the English 
Program by Non-College Preparatory Students in Grades 10 
& 12," Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston Univer-
sity, 1954, p. 200. 
3 Hatfield,op.cit., P• 228. 
Viglionel continues by saying that "A review of the research 
on the problem indicated the following ••• children respond 
better to the informal method of teaching written composi-
tion than to the formal." 
Therefore, in the light of the above, one would not 
appear to be presumptuous by urging that the formal study 
of grammar be eliminated from our curricula and a meaning-
ful approach to composition be substituted, 
The immediate reaction to such a statement would be 
one of incredulity. The traditionalist would despair, 
asking what could possible take its place. In reply one 
could point not only to that which is implicit in the 
above evidence, but also that which is more explicit in 
the following: 
In the teaching of correct usage the aim is habit 
formation, not knowledge of correct forms. "Until a 
language form is definitely established as a habit it 
has not been taught." The study of grammar w1 thout 
application to writing and speaking leads merely to 
the knowledge of the correct form. This, however, 
is insufficient to insure correct usage, which can 
be established only through practice,2 
The argument for change continues: 
The English teacher then has two problems: to 
create an attitude and atmosphere of willingness to 
1 J, c. Viglione, "An Evaluation of Written Composi-
tion Interests Suggested by 5 Language Series in Grades 
5 & 6. 11 Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, Mass., 1948, p. 9, 
2 Hatfield, op. cit., p. 242. 
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to accept standards of expression which society in 
general deems "correct" and to provide opportunity 
for the practice of these forms ~ntil they become 
agreeable, natural, and habitual. 
After considering the foregoing results of research 
and the suggested substitution for the rigorous and formal 
study or grammar, there comes an awareness of a greater 
problem facing the reformers; a problem which undoubtedly 
keeps many teachers of English from making the changes, 
as suggested above. The problem is this. I~ the pupils 
are to be taught grammatical principles by actual usage 
rather than by objective study, then it means that the 
students must write prolificly. The problem, specifi-
cally, is: What will the student write about? How can 
the teacher interest the student in writing? 
Earlr says that "A richer variety of purposeful 
writing activities is needed if pupils are to be well mo-
tivated in this area of English instruction." Alcorn3 
says that ~enever a person writes, he first ought to have 
something to say ••• After the student has something worth-
while to say, he must be taught how to say it well." 
Somewhat redundantly, and yet with real perspicacity, 
1 !£!.!!.•, P• 243. 
2 Early, op.cit., p. 199. 
3 Marvin D. Alcorn, Better Tgachi~ in Secondary 
Schools, New York: Henry Holt and o., 955, p. 247. 
5 
Alcorn1 comes directly to the point and indicates that 
which the teacher may offer the student in this "learning 
by doing" approach to composition. 
In assigning written work, bear in mind that 
the student must have something worthwhile to say, 
he must have a real purpose in writing, and he 
must have a desire to improve what he says by the 
way he says it. Furthermore, assignments in writ-
ing must respect individual differences in interests 
and abilities. 
Capitalizing upon such thinking as this, Hatfield2 says that 
A resourceful English teacher will find and 
utilize many such opportunities for tying in the 
work of her class with the language and reading 
situations throughout the co-curricular li~e of 
the school. 
However, even more succinctly, Coleman3 comes to the heart 
of the matter, and thus to the burden of the remainder of 
this paper: 
The task of finding means for improving the 
quality of written compositions is decidedly dif-
ficult. Not only is composition writing itself a 
complex function, unwillingly lending itself to 
careful analysis, but the problem is further com-
plicated by the demand to secure imp~ovement for 
all the heterogeneous group of pupils now composing 
our high school population. Under these circumstances 
a greater use of the potentialities of interest com-
mends itself. 
To summarize: It is evident that the formal study of 
grammar as an end in itself is producing students who do 
1 Loc.cit. 
2 Hatfield, op.cit., p. 5. 
~ 
v. Coleman, loc.cit. 
6 
not know how to write. It has been suggested that if 
the students are really to learn how to write, they must 
practice writing until correct writing becomes habitual 
with them. When the question arises as to how teachers 
are supposed to motivate the students to this writing, 
it is suggested that by using the students• individual 
interests, one might have a key as to that Which they 
might write about. The next chapter proposes to inves-
tigate briefly this concept of special student interests 
and to see how it relates to the learning of skills in 
composition in particular and in other curricular areas 
in general. 
CHAFTER II 
Definition Of Interest 
"It is axiomatic in the field of education that 
although interest in and of itself doesn't assure learn-
ing, there can be little or no learning without it." So 
stated Mallison and Crumrine1 in a discussion concerning 
the investigation of interests among high school students. 
Binney2 corroborated the statement as he observed that 
• ••• every school boy knows a child will learn most easily 
and quickly those things in which he is interested." 
Coleman3 adds this thought: 
Interest provides seat and drive. It is 
an aid to that continuity of effort which is 
needed for the successful conclusion of a learn-
ing activity. It is satisfying to the learner. 
It is dynamic ••• There are those who contend 
that there is no real learning without genuine 
interest. (John Dewey) 
1 George Greisen Mallison and Wm. M. Crumrine, "An 
Investiiation of the Stability of Interests of High School 
Students , Journal of Educational Research, January, 1952, 
PP• 369. 
2 James Binney, "Doctrine of Interest," Education, 
October, 1952, p. 126. 
3 J. H. Coleman, Written Composition Interests of 
Junior and Senior High School Pupils, New York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1931, p. 3. 
• 
8 
One might well ask what this elusive thing is that 
is essential to learning, that enhances learning, that 
provides "zest .and drive, 11 and lllich provides a nutritive 
environment in which knowledge might take root and grow; 
interest. 
John Dewey 1 gives the following definition: "Inter-
est measures - or rather is - the depth of the grip which 
the forseen end has upon one in moving one to act for its 
realization." 
Dewey feels that "The genuine principle of 
interest is the principle of the recognized iden-
tity of the fact to be learned or the action pro-
posed with the growing self; that it lies in the 
direction of the agents' own growth and is, there-
fore, imperiously demanded if the agent is to be 
himself." 
The Dictionary of Education defines interest 
as "A subjective-objective attitude, concern, or 
condition involving a precept or an idea in atten-
tion and a combination of intellectual and feeling 
consciousness, maybe temporary or permanent, based 
on native curiosity, conditional by experience." 
Hollingsworth defines interest by stating 
"'nterests indicate pleasure in the activity and 
this, according to our analysis also means relief 
from an irritant." Weedon calls interest "that 
which one wants to do." 
Horn states that interest is "that point where 
1 John Dewey, Democract in Education, New York: 
The MacMillan Co. 1916, p. 52. 
1 
an object or subject influences one." 
Observing these rather broad definitions one might 
9 
well ask why these obvious points of pedagogy have been 
noted as though, perhaps, they were something new and 
startling. The reason becomes apparent when one realizes 
that English teachers are in great need of something to 
assist in the improvement of skills in written composi-
tion; yes, in all skills pertaining to the language arts. 
McKee2 says, "at the present time the school's program 
in composition is in rather a chaotic states." MacBeth 
and McCarthy3 concur as they add that "People in the 
field of language today agree that the quality of the 
writing and speech of our students leaves much to be de-
sired." 
Placed in juxtaposition with the above concept should 
be this consideration: that composition in particular, 
the language arts in general, is unpopular with students. 
Whether the chaotic state is the cause or the result of 
this unpopularity is a moot question. However, the point 
1 Barksdale R. MacBeth and Daniel J. McCarthy, "An 
evaluation of Pupil Preferences in Language Arts Activi-
ties in Grades six and seven." An unpublished Thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, Mass., 1953, PP• 7-8. 
2 Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary Schools, 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939, p. 79. 
3 MacBeth and McCarthy, op.cit., p. 2. 




rious subject preference studies conducted during the past 
decade clearly indicate that language arts is one of the 
most unpopular subjects in the current school curriculum." 
This point is also clear: ~ucators and Teachers agree 
that English composition is the most inadequately taught 
subject in the curriculum."2 Obviously then, English 
teachers are in need of assistance. 
It is precisely at this point that one clearly sees 
the importance of this word interest with all of its cono-
tations and applications. 
Educators for many years have recognized the 
value of interest as the best means of motivation 
as compared with extrinsic inducements. Jordan 
stated: "If we could determine what the child's 
major interests are, be those interests good or 
bad, it would be possible to direct these forces 
along lines which are desirable. If not directly, 
at least indirectly, we could connect the subject 
with his interests and show how this subject is 
related to these interests."3 
It is to be regretted, however, that this important factor 
often is overlooked, or if not, is subjected to maltreatment. 
1 ~-· p. 1. 
2 J. c. Viglione, "An Evaluation of Written Composi-
tion Interests by 5 Language Series in Grades 5 and 6." 
An unpublished Thesis, Boston University, Boston, Mass., 
1948, P• 2. 
3 MacBeth and McCarthy, op. cit., p. 3. 
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Viglione1 takes note of this fact when she reveals that 
"Teachers are still wondering what interests are most ap-
pealing to children as topics for written compositions 
and what methods are most desirable to adopt." Brairton2 
attempts to placate such anxiety by generalizing" ••• one 
may conclude that the medium of teaching communication is 
incidental and of relative unimportance so long as one 
uses student interest for motivation and assignment." 
This leads one to the conclusion that the task of teach-
ing skills in the area of written composition is greatly 
enhanced if one bases the teaching upon the student's 
interests. 
DISCOVERY OF INTEREST 
One might immediately conjecture, when reading the 
heading to this section of the chapter, that an interest 
inventory might well be applied to the task of discover-
ing the interests of the students. And rightly so, for 
one does not have to search long through a card catalogue 
before discovering that this type of inventory is legion. 
1 Viglione, loc.cit. 
2 R. E. Brairton, "A Survey of Interest Areas of 
12th Grade Non-College Students in 10 Western N. Y. 
Schools." An unpublished Thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, Mass., 1949, p. 7. 
12 
Granting, therefore, that such an instrument would be 
the proper modus operandi, it is nevertheless wise for 
one to take into account several factors which might make 
one's reliance upon such an instrument more careful and 
realistic. 
Segal1 points out that "The appraisal of children's 
interests presents a more difficult problem than does the 
measurement of ability or achievement." One understands 
this when he sees the report of Davis and Taylor2 that 
"the nature and extent of interest varies w1 th the degree 
of intelligence." Wilcox3 elaborates on the point: 
Interest varies in relation to the individual, 
his background, aptitudes, and experiences. It 
is only when we have endeavored to stimulate the 
ideas and desires of each particular personality 
can we hope to have a wholehearted participation 
in a learning activity." 
Thus when such instruments are constructed and used it 
should be remembered that basic intelligence, aptitudes, 
background and experiences of the child must be accounted 
for and that each of these varies with each child. 
1 David Segal, "The Child's Capacities, Interests 
and Achievements," 19th Yearbook, N.E.A. Department of 
Elementary School Principals, p. 56. 
2 Robert Davis and Hazel Taylor, "Significance of 
Research on Interests for the Classroom Teacher," Educa-
tional Administration and Supervision, p. 359. 
3 G. W. Wilcox, "Construction of a test of certain 
critical reading abilities," Unpublished Thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, Mass., 19 , p.l5. 
13 
Though there is an underlying note or encouragement 
in his statement, Segal1 mentions the considerations which 
teachers should have in mind when constructing and using 
interest surveys. 
Much has been written about adjustment or the 
curriculum to the varying capacities of the children. 
As yet, however, practice lags behind the progressive 
thought of the day. Although this is partly due to 
natural inertia or human beings; it is also due to 
the fact that the methods or analyzing pupil abili-
ties and interests are still imperfect and to the 
fact that not enough is known about adapting school 
curricula to discoverable abilities and interests. 
Though Segal would not be naive enough to hope ror 
perfection in the field of education in this present day, 
his point must be heeded and teachers must realize the im-
perfections and take them into consideration when evaluat-
ing and seeking to discover the interests of their children. 
The other point which Segal makes, in reference to 
adapting the curricula to the abilities and interests, 
should also be uppermost in teachers' minds as they seek 
to mala lllle or the interests which they uncover. 
USE OF INTEREST 
Not withstanding the fact that Segal states that prac-
tice lags behind theory in the usage of pupil interests, 
1 Segal, op. cit., p. 58 
" 
14 
it would be well for one to examine the theory, see its 
great potential, and then conjecture as to its practi-
cality. 
Dewe~ offers the following support for the use of 
interest in teaching: 
In behalf of interest it is claimed that it 
is the sole guarantee o! attention; if we can se-
cure inter&s_t in a Si.ven s011t. of'·tt.ets· or ideas, we 
may be perfectly sure that the pupil will direct 
his energies toward mastering them; if we can se-
cure interest in a certain moral train or line of 
conduct, we are equally safe in assuming that the 
child's activities are responding in that direc-
tion; if we have not secured interest, we have no 
safeguard as to what will be done in any given 
case. 
Therefore, it is necessary for the teacher to secure the 
interest of the child and then direct it into the desired 
channels. If what Dewey says is true, then that in which 
the teacher couches the child's interests will develop in-
to an intregal part of his whole life; if, for example, 
the expression of the child's interest is developed within 
the framewor~ of the principals of good written composi-
tion, then in order to clearly express and discuss that 
which pertains to his interest, he will more willingly, 




John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education, Boa-
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913, P• 199. 




Two factors of interest are important to 
the teacher Who would capitalize on the values to 
be derived from pupil's interests in written com-
position. The first ts that "interest does not 
end simply in itself ••• but is embodied in an ob-ject of regard." One is interested in something. 
Consequently, it is possible to list these objects 
of interest. The second factor, also, is stated 
by Dewey; "things indifferent or even repulsive in 
themselves often become of interest because of as-
suming relationships and connections of Which we 
were previously unaware." By our definition of 
genuine interest, this shift in interest depends 
upon an awareness in the pupil of the new relation-
ships. An example will serve to make this clear. 
A pupil writing about his hobby has something to 
say. Any inadequacies of expression are barriers 
to making himself clear. There is an immediate 
need for improvement, an awareness of the relation-
ship between the inadequately composed theme and 
the way to overcome this lack through improved 
technique. A genuine interest can be created in 
an activity deemed worth learning, when the acti-
vity can be related to the child's experience. 
To sum up, with a knowledge of pupil's interests 
in compos5_tion, it would De possible and psycho-
logically-in keeping with the principles of genuine 
interest, to direct their energies toward specific 
improvement in written expression. Such a course 
of action is calculated to derive the most effi-
cient and economical learning by securing interest. 
With this optimistic statement still in mind, it 
would be well for one to remember that this does not 
"just happen." As Fultsl says: 
Children are not apt to express themselves 
freely in art or any medium simply by being in-
vited to do so. Their attention has to be caught 
first. 
1 Ruth E. Fults, "Utilizing Children's Interests," 
Instructor, September 1947, p. 29. 
And even after we recognize this fact, we should also 
recognize that which Binney1 adds: 
A person does learn best that which interests 
him ••• But we should recognize the limits of our 
ability to interest children and the limits of the 
children's capacity to be interested. 
If, then, one is optimistic enough to believe Dewey and 
16 
yet cautious enough to believe Fults and Binney when they 
say that attention has to be caught before interest is in-
sured, that one has to recognize the limits of abilityb 
interest the child, and that there are limits in the child's 
capacity to be interested, then one is ready and able to 
begin making the theory practical. 
An additional consideration to be made concerning the 
use of interest is one that should be meaningful to those 
teachers who consider their ~eaching task as one which em-
braces not only the teaching of the child for the present 
moment, but also the preparation of the child for the 
future. As Savignano2 says; this program of using student 
interests in this manner is "a plan of saturation rather 
1 
J. Binney, "Doctrine of Interest", Education, 
October, 1952, p. 129. 
2 L. J. Savignano, "Classroom Enrichment Through 
Pupil Specialties," Unpublished Dissertation, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, Mass., 1955, p. xiv. 
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than of brief exposure." Miller1 adds: 
Making use of children 1s interes:bs not only 
enriches the required work but, in addition, in-
troduces new activities which may become lasting 
leisure-time interests. 
This statement hints at the lasting results to be gained, 
but more specifically 
It is hoped that the interest which the boys 
and girls can be helped to develop early in their 
school years will throughout their liv~s be a 
source of recreation and satisfaction. 
Thus it is. If the teacher's aim is to motivate the child 
in the development of specific skills, let him use the stu-
dent's interests. If the teacher's aim isto prepare the 
child for a full life with means of real satisfaction and 
pleasure, let him use the student's interests. 
THE RESUI:r S OF INTEREST 
In the previous section there is a hint of some of 
the results of the use of student interests in teaching. 
However, it would be well to be more specific. 
In summing up the concepts presented thus far and ap-
plying them to this present consideration of the results 
1 E. F. Miller, "Utilizing Children's Interests," 
Instructor, October, 1948, P• 84. 
2 Committee on Extended School Services, Division 
Elementary and Secondary Schools, US office of Education, 
"Schools Educate tor Leisure•, Education, October, 1950, 
P• 109. 
of interest, Millerl makes a statement that is quite 
apropos: 
If we knew the interests of the pupils in 
our classrooms and if we could make use of these 
interests in our school program, richer teaching 
situations would certainly result. 
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Specifically, one of the results in umng student 
interests is the increase ot opportunity for the superior 
child. Much research has been expended on the slow learner 
and much of the teacher's time is spent in that area. Pro-
per use of pupil interests, provides opportunity for the 
superior student to utilize his capacity as he works on his 
own special interest. Savignano2 points this out by saying: 
The gifted child appears to have the greatest 
opportunity to gain .from this program. A specialty 
can provide the dhallenge, stimulation and educa-
tional opportunitiea he requires but lacks in the 
normal classroom. 
Not only are the gifted child's opportunities increased, 
but also the slow learner, and even the group as a whole. 
For, as Maxey and Ewing point out, "Following children's 
interests and needs yields rich group experiences." 3 
1 Miller, op.cit., P• 24. 
2 Savignano, op. cit., p. xv. 
3 Bessie Maxey and Martha Ewing, "Sharing Experi-
ences in the Classroom", Instructor, October 1951, p. 95. 
" 
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And for those who would hesitate to use student interests 
for serving individual differences in the classroom, Elliotl 
woyld have this to say: 
It has always seemed to me that a teacher who 
did not discharge his pupils more unlike in powers 
and acquisitions than they were at the beginning 
was a proved failure. We all know that children ••• 
are not alike but infinitely different; that the 
object of education ••• is to develop to the highest 
degree the natural and acquired capacities of each 
individual. 
There are other results that might be mentioned; those 
Which pertain to the concept of communication, be it oral 
or written. 
If you believe that English is a tool of com-
munication, as I do, it is unquestionably legitimate 
to talk on any topic which promotes the communication 
of ideas or information in correct grammatical form. 
When children have something they ~ to say they 
will strive to a ay it in such a way as to convey the~r 
message clearly to their listeners in the classroom. 
Stucky3 goes on to say that 
A group which is practically inarticulate may 
blossom into a bevy of chatterboxes in encouraged 
to talk about things Which really interest them. 
Get these young people talking about things that 
really interest them and ob•erve the difference. 
There's warmth, there's color, there's interchange 
of opinion, and there's voluntary criticism of one 
another's contributions. 
1 Charles w. Elliot, "Undesirable and Desirable Uni-
formity in Schools", Proceedings of the National Educational 
Association, 1892, p. 83. 
2 M. M. Stucky, "An English class gets down to earth," 
Clearing House, October 1946, P• 84. 
3 ~·· p. 82. 
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With such things occuring in a classroom, how could the 
students help but increase their skills in oral and writ-
ten communication. The same might be said of the rest of 
the curricula. For, as Savignano1 says: 
Improved study habits and disciplines may be 
developed by providing opportunity for children to 
pursue areas of personal interest ••• The classroom 
can become an educational laboratory utili~ing com-
munity-wide resources. The individual aspect of 
this program has the potential to develop self direc-
tion, organization, and evaluation. 
Even in the midst of such enthusiastic commendation 
of proper use of pupil interests, Binney wisely speaks a 
warning concerning which all teachers in this program should 
be quietly aware. 
There is no absolute guarantee that an interest 
(whether native or acquired) will be directed toward 
the good ••• It may be possible that education depends 
fully as much upon the curbing of undesirable interests 
as upon the cultivation of deairable ones. 
One might readily see that the teacher must become somewhat 
of a counselor in such a program to insure against undesir-
able interests being developed and encouraged. However, 
Saucier2 would hasten on 
To remove anxiety about the effect of interest 
we would point out that genuine, positive interest 
never has caused carelesswork or reduction of con-
centration and application in the school or elsewhere. 
1 Savignano, op.cit., p. xiv. 
2 w. A. Saucier, Theory and Practice in the Elemen-
tary School, New York: The MacMillan Company, 1941, P• 111. 
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CONCLUSION 
It would appear then, that the proper use of pupil 
interests has much to recommend it for prominent place 
in our teaching methods and practice. The wisdom of Ter-
ence back in 150 B.O. is up to date as he says: "Look you, 
I am the most concerned in my own interests." What person 
isn't? And when teachers realize more and more that their 
students are individuals who are concerned in their own in-
dividual interests, then progress will have been made and 
many avenues of service to the individual children will be 
opened. There will be the discovery of their individual 
interests and the utilization of same, seeking always to 
couch them in the skills W1ich are being taught. Then, 
with great satisfaction, results will be seen. Each child 
will be busy with the enthusiasm which comes only from 
genuine interest. Each child will be served in his or her 
special need. No longer will the gifted child feel frus-
trated as he waits for the slower learner nor will the slow 
learner feel embarassed, pressed, or jealous as he senses 
the feelings of the more gifted child; but they will move 
forward with alacrity, happy with that which they only feel 
but which the teacher knows to be true ••• that their own 
capacities are their only limitation. And then, there will 
be that satisfaction of knowing that though the skills which 
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are taught the child may become rusty with age, yet the 
increased interest developed in the classroom has continued 
with that person through the years, bringing satisfaction 
and happiness; a constant reminder of that teacher who 
chose to build his course on the interests of that child. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
I. THE PROBLEM 
If one learns to write best by writing and if the use 
of special interests in motivating composition is of great 
value, then the two concepts ought to be combined. Lesson 
plans for extensive exercise in written composition might 
easily be developed. However, to make certain that the 
topics assigned would be of high interest appeal and there-
fore highly motivate the student to write, it is necessary 
that a study be made of composition topics which have the 
greatest appeal to students of junior high and high school 
age. 
II. THE PLAN OF RESEARCH 
The instrument used. The instrument used for this study 
was an objective inventory. Three hundred eighty three composi-
tion topics were listed, each requiring an interest reaction 
from the student. This reaction was to be registered in one of 
three columns preceding the topics. He marked the "VI" column 
for those topics on which he would be very interested writing 
~ were they assigned to him. He marked the 110K 11 column if 
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moderately interested and the ~· column if not at all in-
teres ted. 
The instrument was administered by the regular class-
room teacher, the test time averaging approximately forty 
minutes. 
Source and number of topics. The topics to be included 
in the inventory were taken trom ~elve theses and disser-
tations, selected at random. which dealt with concepts ot 
special interest to students. Those concepts which were 
held in high esteem by the authors were selected and adapted 
tor composition topics. The 383 items thus selected tor in-
clusion ware taken from the following: 
1. Baker, James F.. "The Construction and Evaluation 
ot a Test ot Critical Thinking in Emotional 
Situations,• Unpublished Doctor's Disser-
tation, Boston University, 1950 
2. Brairton, Robert E., "A Survey of Interest Areas ot 
12th Grade Non-College Students in 10 Western 
New York Schools.• Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University. 1949. 
3. Brownrigg, Helen R., "An Evaluation ot Exercises in 
Written Composition Planning." Unpublished 
Master's Thesis. Boston University. 1950. 
4. Colavita, P.hilemena M., "Measurement ot Pupil In-
terest in Types ot Selections at Grade 9 
level by ballot method to determine Pupil 
Preference.• Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University. 1951. 
5. Conley, Richard L., et. al., •seven Exercises 
planned to sttmu-rate-the flow ot ideas in 
creative composition." Unpublished Master's 







Ferris~ Mary M. 1 !l• ~·~ "The Construction and 
Evaluation of four series of lessons to sti~ 
ulate the flow of ideas in the Creative writ-
ing of 4th~ 5th~ and 6th Grade Pupils." Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1953. 
Hall, Woodrow w., "A Survey of Interest Areas among 
Non-Colleie 12th Grade Students in 7 Schools 
in Maine. Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1949. 
Naples, Blance L., "A Comparison of Expressed and 
Manifest Interests of High School Pupils." 
Unpublished Service Paper~ Boston University, 
1953 
Scipione~ Alice M., et.al.~ "Measurement of Pupil 
Preference for T:rtles and Stories as deter-
mined by a Survey of Basal Readers for Inter-
mediate Grades." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951. 
Starr, Irving s., "An Analysis of the Problems of 
Seni~HighwSchool Youth according to Age, 
Grade, Sex. and I.Q." Unpublished Doctor's 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. 
Viglione, Julie, "An Evaluation of Written Comp 
position Interests Suggested by Five Language 
Series in Grades 5 & 6." Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
12. Wallace~ Michael Francis, "An Evaluation of Exercises 
in Composition Planning." Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University~ 1950. 
The inventory is divided into nine major categories 
which are suggested by Elizabeth B. Hurlock in her book 
Adolescent Development, as being representative of the basic 
interests of adolescents. 
Schools, Grades and Classes included. The inventory 
was administered to the college and non-college divisions 
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of the English claases in grades 8 - 12 1n the following 
schoolS: Hamilton High School, Hamilton, Massachusetts; 
Springfield Junior-Senior High School, Springfield, Vermont; 
and West Alexandria High School, West Alexandria, Ohio. 
These schools are represented in the item analysis charts 
by the letters A, B, and C respectively. 
The inventory was administered to a total of 660 





8th - - - - -· - - - - - - 156 
Boys - - 75 
Girls - - 81: 





Boys - - 7'3 
Girls - - 84 
-- - - - -
Boys 62 
Girls 
- - 75 







12th - - - -
Boys - - 48 





- - - 10'3 
Total - - - - - - - - - - - 660 
Questions to be answered. This study was conducted so 
as to answer the following questions: 
1. What are the topics in which boys and girls of 
grades 8-12 are the most interested? 
2. Is there a difference of interest in topics be-
tween the grades? 
3. Is there a difference of interest in topics be-
tween the sexes in each grade? 
4. Is there a difference of interest in topics be-
tween the sexes in all grades? 
5. What are the topics in which boys and girls of 
grades 8-12 are the least interested? 
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CHAPTER tv 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Determination of Percentages. In order to compare the 
composition interests of the sexes and grades it seemed best 
to express the interest in terms of percent. These percent-
ages were computed in the following manner: 
Arbitrarily a value of 10 was given to a scoring of 
VI (Very Interested) on any item in the interest inventory; 
a value of 5 was given to a scoring of OK (Moderately In-
terested); and a value of 0 was given to a scoring of N (Not 
interested) on any item. The values were given arbitrarily 
to be sure, but with the thought in mind that a VI was worth 
twice as much as an OK and that an N was worth nothing at all. 
One could just as well use a 5 and 2t combination or a 100 
and 50; however, the 10 and 5 arrangement was found to be the 
most successful and easy to use. 
With these values assigned, the procddure continued 
by dividing the inventories according to the sex, grade and 
school. :i:ach item in each of the 660 inventories was counted 
and the results tabulated on specially prepared sheets of 
paper; i.e., the number of ''VI" scored on a particular item 
by a given sex and grade was listed, as were the "OK's" and 
the 11N1s." The "VI's" were then multiplied by 10 and the 
110K 1s 11 by 5 and the two products added together. The per-
fect score, being the number of inventories in this given 
sex and grade multiplied by ten (if every student rated an 
item as VI), was divided into the actual score of the given 
~ item. The quotient was the percent of interest. The per-
cent was then recorded on the item analysis sheet. 
l''\ 
In order to find the percent of interest for the total 
number of students in the three schools surveyed, it was 
necessary to convert the percentages back to a raw score, 
add the raw scores of the schools together and divide by the 
total number of students involved. Computed by means of a 
Marchant Calculator, the quotient represented the percent of 
interest of a given sex and grade in a particular item. All 
383 items were analyzed and recorded in the same manner. 
The formulation of tables. Tables were constructed showing 
the composition interests of the total number of boys and 
girls; the total number of boys; and the total numberoof girls 
at each grade level. The same type of tables were constructed 
for those combinations covering all the grades. Items having 
an interest rate of 6o% or more were listed in decreasing 
&rder according to their percent value. These are listed in 
Tables I-XVIII. Items having an interest rate of 19% or less 
were listed in increasing order according to their percent 
value. These are listed in Tables XIX-XXXVI. 
In order to have a common reference point for comparison, 
a listing of items in order of preference was made for all 
the boys, one for all the girls, and one for a comgination of 
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both. The position that an item holds in this listing is in• 
dicated on the listings made for the separate grades and sexes. 
~ This is under the heading 11Posi tion in Total. 11 This makes it 
possible to look at a given item and know how it is rated by 
that sex or sexes in all the grades. The blanks (••) in this 
column are for those items which did not receive a high 
enough rating by all students to be placed on that listing. 
Thus one notices that often a certain grade or sex will sho~ 
great interest in a particular item which the group as a whole 
(all grades) would not rate as high. 
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TABLE I 
ALL BOYS AND GIRlS; ALL GRADES; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
60% OR OVER POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
::.1. P.r. Adventure 66 l. 
2. P.r. Selecting the right clothes 65 2 
3. c.& H. Juvenile delinquency 65 3 
4. P.r. Rock 1n Roll 63 4 
5. P.r. "Should I complete school?" 62 5 
6. !MAG. "If I had a million dollarsJ" 62 6 
7. P.r. Driving automobiles 61 7 
a. P.r. Money 61 a 
9. REC. Listening to popular music 61 9 
10. REC. Sports (general concept) 61 10 u.-.. F~I. "After High School, What?" 60 11 
12. C.&: H. Learning to drive 60 12 
13. REC. Swimming 60 13 
14. SOC. B. Driving a car 60 14 
TABLE II 
BOYS AND GIRlS; EIGHTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM• 
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF So% OR OVER 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. !MAG. "If I had a million dollars J" 68 6 
2. P.r. Rock and Roll 65 4 
3. P.r. "After High School, What?" 63 11 
4. c.& H. Juvenile delinquency 62 3 
5., lEC. Swimming 61 13 





BOYS AND GIRLS; NINTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 6o:' OR OVER 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. P.I. "Should I complete school?" 69 
--2. P.r. Rock 'n Roll 6a 4 
3. P.r. Money 65 
--4. soc. IN. Dates 65 
--5. P.I. My favorite subject 63 
--6. P.r. Maintenance of good health 61 
-7. D.R. Earning money 61 
--
a. IMA.G. "If I had a million dollars I" 61 6 
9. P.r .. Clothes (general concept) 60 
--10. SOC. B. Relations with teachers 60 
--11. C.& H. Learning to drive 60 
--
TABLE IV 
BOYS AND GIRLS; TENTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 6<>% OR OVER 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. c.& H. Juvenile Delinquency 69 3 
2~ P.I. Rock 'n Roll 66 4 
3. c.& H. Learning to drive 65 12 
4. P.I. Driving automobiles 65 7 
5. REO. Listening to popular music 64 9 
6. P.I. Should I complete school 63 5 
7. REO. Sports (general concept) 63 10 
a. P.I. "After high school, what?" 62 11 
9. D.R. Earning money 62 
--10. REO. Dancing 62 
--11. soc. B. Driving a car 62 
--12. P.r. Selection of the right clothes60 -2 




BOYS AND GIRLS; ELEVENTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-














































l:) .. R. 
D.R. 
c.&: H. 
















Selecting the right clothes 75 
Driving automobiles 71 
"Is education worthwhile?" 70 
Juvenile delinquency 69 
Listening. to popular music 67 
Sports {general concept) 67 
Driving a car 67 
Dates 67 
Honesty 66 
8Should I complete school?" 66 
8 If I had a million dollarsJ" 65 
Rock 'n Roll 65 
Money 65 
Earning money 64 
Hlgh school life 64 
Race problems 64 
The elimination of slums 63 
Driving automobiles 63 
Relations with boys or girls 63 
Relations with friends 63 
The Atomic Bomb 62 
War 62 
How to find a job 61 
Proper conduct on a date 61 
Boys meet girls 61 
Maintenance of good health 61 
Learning to drive 60 
Playing popular music 60 
Choosing the right career 60 
High school students 60 




























BOYS AND GIRLS; TWELVETH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN'INTEREST RATE OF so% OR OVER 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. C. &: H. Juvenile delinquency 73 3 
2. C. &: H. Race problems 71 
3. C, &: H. The elimination or slums 67 
--4:1 P,I. "Is education worthwhile?" 66 
--5. P.r. Selecting the right clothes 66 2 
s. c. & H, Race prejudice 66 6 
7. P.r •. Church 65 
s. P.r. "Arter High School, What~" 64 11 
9. c. & H, Bringing world peace 64 
--10. REC. Listening to popular music 64 
--11. soc. B. Getting along with others 64 
12. P,I. Standards or right and wrong 63 
--13. P.r. Driving automobiles 63 7 
14. P.r. High School Students 62 
--15. REC. Sports (general concept) 62 
16. c. & H. War 61 
17. REC. Swimming 61 13 
18. soc. B. Ways or helping one another 61 
--19. P.I, Summer 60 
--20. P.I. Religious standards 60 
--21. P.r. Clothes 60 




ALL GIRLS; ALL GRADES: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 




































































Selecting the right clothes 
Juvenile delinguency 
Dancing 
Listening to popular music 










Boy meets girl 
PLaying popular music 
Proper conduct on a date 
Summer 
"Should I complete school?" 




















A Description of my best 




Good taste in clothes 
Getting along with others 
My favorite subject 
Standards of right and wrong 
Personal appearance 
The elimination of slums 
People whom you would like to 
meet 
Social dancing 














































































EIGHTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION TOPICS 


























Maintenance of health 74 
"After Eigh School, What?" 71 
Selecting the rignt clothes 71 
Dancing 70 
Rock •n Roll 70 
My favorite singer 69 
Dates 69 
Listening to popular music 68 
"If I had a million dollars." 68 
Movie stars 67 
skating 67 
My favorite subject 66 
Church 63 
Good school spirit 63 
Swimming 63 
Playing popular music 62 
Selecting the right college 61 
A description of my best friend 61 
Summer 60 60 
Clothes 60 
Parents 60 
SOCIAL Dancing 60 


























GIRLS; NINTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 





4. F. & L. 
5. REG. 
6. P.I. 
7. SOC. IN. 
8. F. & L. 
9. REC. 
10. F. & L. 
11. REC. 
12. D.R. 
13. soc. B. 
141 P.I. 
15. D.R. 
16. c. &: H. 
17. P.I. 
181 IMAG. 
19. soc. B. 
20. P.I. 
21. soc. B. 
22. soc. B. 
23. soc. B. 
24. soc. IN. 
Item 
Selecting the right clothes 
Rock 'n Roll 
Clothes (general concept) 
My favorite singer 
Listening to popular music 
"Arter high school, what?" 
Dates 
Movie stars 
Movies I have seen 
Parents 
Dancing 
High School life 
Good taste in clothes 
My favorite subject 
Good school spirit 
Juvenile Delinquency 
Money 
"If I had a million dollars Z" 
Getting along with others 
Personal appearance 
Boy meets girl 
Relations with boys and girls 

















































GIRLS; TENTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION TOPICS 









8. P.I .. 
9. P.I. 
10. P.r. 
11. :r. & L. 
12. SOC. B. 
13. c. & H. 
14. P.I. 
15. F. & L. 
16. REG. 
17. p .I • 
18. P.r. 




23. soc. IN. 
24. P.I. 
25. P.r. 
26. c.& H. 
27. F. & L. 









Maintenance of health 
Dancing 
Proper conduct on a date 
Playing popular music 
Good school spirit 
High School l:J;fe · '· 
Listening to popular music 
Rock 'n Roll 
Selecting the right clothes 
"After High School, What?" 
My favorite singer 
Boy meets girl 
Learning to drive 
'"'hould I complete school?" 
People whom you would like to 
meet 
MY REcord collection 
High school students 
Clothes (general concept) 









My home and family 
Honesty 
Standards of right or wrong 
The draft 
Adventure 








































































































D.R. Earning money 62 
soc. B. Driving a car 62. 
--F. & L. Parents 61 11 },, & L. A descri~tion of my best friend 61 19 
REC, Movies I have seen 61 
soc. B. Getting along with others 61 24 
P.I. Maintenance of good health 60 ,.;.:;; 
P.I. ~t.sic 60 
P.I. Personal appearance 60 27 
c. & H. Bringinf world peace 60 60 
REC. Sports general concept~} 60 
soc. B. Good taste in clothes 60 23 
TABLE XI 
ELEVENTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 




























Is Education worthwhile 
Listening to popular music 
Juvenile delinquency 
Selecting the right clothes 
"After high school, what?u 
Boy meets girl 
Parents 
Dates 
Playing popular music 
Proper conduct on a date 
RELATIONS with boys or girls 
Honesty 
"Should I complete school? 11 
The elimination of slums 
High school life 
Race problems 
Good taste in clothes 
High school students 
My favorite singer 
Driving a car 
Relations with friends 
Church 
Standards of right and wrong 

















































(Table 11 continued) 
26. F.& L. My home and family_ 71 
27. D.R. Good High School SRirit 70 9 
28. REG. Dancing 70 3 
" 
29. voc. Choosing the right career 70 
30. soc. B. How to be popular 70 
31. soc. B. Social activities 70 
32. sea. B. Courtesy 70 
33. P.I. Studies (general concept) 69 
34. p .I • Personal appearances 69 27 
35. F. & L A description of my »est friend 69 19 
36. soc. B. Relations with parents 69 
37. soc. B. Etiquette 69 
38. sea. IN. Parties 69 
39. soc. B. Getting along with others 68 24 
40. P.r. Clo~es 67 6 
41. c. & H. Learning to drive 67 20 
42. P.r. Maintenance of good health 66 
43. p .I • The best age to marry 66 
441 P.I. My opinion of social studies 66 
45. D.R. Assuming responsibilities 66 
46. D.R. Earning money 66 
47. c. & H. The worth of education 66 
48. soc. B. Ways of helping one another 66 
49. PJ;.I. Sul!llller 65 15 
50. P.I. RELIGIOUS standards 65 
51. p .I • ·- Physical appearance 65 
52. C. & H. Citizehship 65 
53. REG. Sports (general concept 65 ll 
54. P.I. "Will I succeed?" 64 
55. P.I. Driving automobiles 64 il.-
56. REG. Using leisure time 64 
57. REG~ Travel 64 
58. VOC Future plans 64 
59. p .I • Music (general concept) 63 
60. REC. TxiE Year book 63 ~o.l 
61. P.r. My opinion of music 62 
--62. p .I • MONEY 62 
63. REG Movies I have seen 62 
64. REG. Social dancinS 62 
65. REG Extra-curricular acti:lfities 62 
in school 
o66. ,__· D.R. Home responsibilities 61 
67. D.R. Maintenance of health 61 1-
68. F.& L. Living up to my ideal 60 
-"'' 69. Rec. Tri:ls 60 16 
70. voc. DECORATING 600 
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TABLE XII 
GIRLS; TWELVE~.H GRADE•{ ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 



















































































Selecting the right clothes 
Clothes 
Race prejudice 
The elimination of slums 
High school students 
"Is Jducation worthwhile. 11 
Getting along with others 
Spring 
Summer 
Standards of right and wrong 
Good taste in clothes 























A description of my best 
The Year Book 
Travel 
My home and family 
Relations with friends 










Listening to popular music 
Travel in the u.s. 
"If I had a million dollars" 




"After high school, what?" 
Good school spirit 
Brikging wor.id peace 






















































Trips (general concept) 
Boy meets girl 
My favorite subject 
Social dancing 
Sports (gemeral concept) 
Proper conduct on a date 
















ALL BOYS; ALL GRADES: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION T 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 6~ OR OVER 
No. Category 
1. REC. 2. P.r. 
3. REC. 














Sports (general concept) 67 
Automobiles 66 
Hunting 65 
Driving a car 65 
Driving automobiles 65 
Fishing 64 
Driving automobiles 64 
Money 63 
Wild animals 62 
Adventure 62 
Earning money 61 
The Atomic Bomb 61 
A camping trip 61 
"If I had a million dollars. 11 60 
Hunting 60 
"Should I complete school?" 60 























BOYS; EIGHTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 







6. c.& H. 












Fishing 70 6 
HUnting 68 3 
"If I had e. million dollars." 67 14 
Sports (general concept) 66 1 
Camps and camping 65 
Le~ning to drive 64 --
Driving a car 64 4 
"Is education worthwhile?" 63 17 
Winter sports 62 
Wild animals 62 9 
Money 61 8 
The discovery of atomic energy 61 
The Air Force 61 
Driving automobiles 60 --
Earning money 60 11 
TABLE XV 
BOYS; NINTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION TOPICS 
WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 60% OR MORE 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. voc. Driving automobiles 73 7 
2. P.I. AutomobileS. 72 2 
3. soc. B. Driving a car 71 4 
4. P.I. "Should I complete school?" 70 16 
5. P.I. Money 69 8 
6. REC, Travel in u.s. 67 
7. REC. Sports (general concepts) 67 1 
8. D.R. Working on automobiles 66 
9. c.& H. Learning to drive 66 
10. REC. Hunting 65 2 
(Table 15 - continued) 
11. P.I. 















Rock •n Roll 64 
Maintenance of good health 64 
Aviation 64 
Leadership 63 
Camps and camping 63 
Air Force 62 
Wild animals 62 
My favorite subject 62 
Travel 61 
The Atomic Bomb 61 
"If I had a million dollars" 61 
Winter 60 
"Is Education worthwhile?" 60 
Automobiles 60 
A camping trip 60 










BOYS; TENTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION TOPICS 



























Sports (general concept) 
Driving automobiles 
Driving automobiles 
Working on machinery 
Swimming 
Working on earning money 

























BOYS; ELEVENTH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 60% OR MORE 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
,1. P.r. Driving automobiles 75 5 
2. P.r. Selecting the right clothes 72 
3. P.I. Automobiles 71 2 
4. c.&: H. The Atomic: Bomb 68 12 
5. REC. Sports (general concept) 68 1 
6. P.r. Wild animals 67 9 
7. P.I. Money 67 8 
8. voc. Driving automobiles 67 7 
9. c.&: H. War 65 
10. P.r. Adventure 65 10 
11. P.I. Building automobiles 64 
12. c.&: H. The discovery of atomic energy64 
13. REC. Hunting 64 3 
14. soc. B. Driving a car 64 4 
15. D.R. Earning money 62 11 
16. voc. Working on cars 62 
17. P.r. "Is education worthwhile?" 61 
18. P.I. Rock 1n Roll 61 
19. P.r. Aviation 61 
20. D.R. Working on automobiles 61 




BOYS;. TWELVETH GRADE: ORDER PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 6o% OR MORE 
No. cAtegory Item 
Position 
% in Total 
1. P.I. Automobiles 74 2 
2. c.&: H. Juvenile delinquency 70 
--3. P.I. Adventure 69 10 
4. c.&: H. Bringing world peace 68 
5. REC. HUnting 68 3 
6. P.I. "After High School, What?" 67 
7. c.& H. Juvenile delinquency 67 
--a. D.R. Working on automobiles 66 
--9. REC. Fishing 65 6 
10. REC. Listening to popular music 65 
11. REO. Sports (general concept) 65 1 
12. P.I. Aviation 65 
13. P.I. Driving automobiles 64 5 
14. c.&: H. The Atomic Bomb 62 12 
15. SOC. B. Driving a car 61 4 
16. P.r. "Is education worthwhile?" 61 17 
17. c.&: H. The elimination of slums · 60 
18. P.I. "Will I succeed?" 60 
19. c.& H. RACE problems 60 
47 
TABLE XIX 
ALL BOYS AND GIRLS; ALL GRADES; ORDER OF PREFERENCES FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 2~ OR LESS 
Position 
No. Categoey Item %> Pn Total 
1. REO. Making valentines 13 1 
2. REO. Collecting programs 14 2 
3. REO. My collection of menus 15 3 
4~ IMAG. Composing classical music 15 4 
5. F.:' L. Politicians 16 5 
6~ REC. Making a football 16 6 
7. REC. Weaving 16 7 
8~ D.R. How to make a bed 17 8 
9. REO. My model railroad 17 9 
10. REO. Soap carving 17 10 
11~ REC. Etching glass 17 11 
12~ voc. Chicken farming 17 12 
13. voc. Plumbing 17 13 
14. REC. Collecting stamps 18 14 
15~ REC. Collecting knick-knacks 18 15 
16~ voc. Pharmacy 18 16 
17~ P.I. How to read the stars 19 17 
lB. REO. Making a snowman 19 18 
19. IMAG. Writing a skit 19 19 
TABLE XX 
BOYS AND GIRLS; EI§HTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 2~ OR LESS 
Position 
No. Categoey Item in Total 
1. D.R. How to make a bed 12 8 
2. REO. My colledtion of menus 12 3 
3~ voc. Plumbing 12 13 
4. IMAG. Sounds you hear each day 13 
--5~ F.& L. Politicians 14 5 
6~ voc. Pharmacy 14 16 
7. REC. Collecting programs 15 2 
8~ REC. Making valentines 15 1 
9~ REC. Making a snowman 15 18 
10. voc. Chicken farming 15 12 
48 
(Table 20 continued) 
11. IMAG. Composing classical music 15 4 
12. REC. Etching glass 16 ll 
13. voc. Lumbering 16 
--14. I:MAG. Writing a poem 16 
15, IMAG. Interior decorating 16 .,_ ~ 16. c.& H. Balloons 17 
17. IMAG. Writing a skit 17 19 
18. SOC,IN. Advertisement 17 --
19. :P.I. Jewelery 18 --
20. :P.r. Shopping experiences 18 
--21. REC, My model railroad 18 9 
22, REC, Soap carving 18 10 
23. REC. Weaving 18 7 
24~ voc. Printing 19 
25. voc. Building 19 
--
26~ voc. Carpentering 19 
27. IMAG. Writing a play 19 
TABLE XXI 
BOYS AND GIRLS; NINTH GRADE; ORDER OF :PREFERENCE FOR COM-
:POSITION TO:PICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 20% 6it LESS 
Position 
No. Category Item a;, in Total 
1. D,R, How to make a bed 12 8 
2, voc. Plumbing 12 13 
3~ REC, My collection or menus 13 3 
4. REC. Collecting programs 13 2 
5~ REC. My model railroad 13 9 
6~ REC. Making valentines 13 l 
7. REC, Etching glass 15 ll 
e. REC, Weaving 15 7 
9~ voc. Pharmacy 15 16 
10. IMAG, Writing edicorials 16 10 
11. IMAG, Composing classical music 16 4 
12. F,& L, Description ot best trhnd 17 
13. REC. Making a football 17 6 
14~ REC, Soap carving 17 10 
15. IMAG, Writing a poem 17 
--16~ REC. .Model airplanes 18 
--17. voc. PI!in~ing 18 
18, IMAG, Sounds you hear each day 18 
19. P.I. Shopping experiences 19 
20, REC, Collecting stamps 19 14 
21~ voc. Lumbering 19 
22. voc. Chicken farming 19 12 
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TABLE XXII 
BOYS AND GIRLS; TENTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF ~9% OR LESS 
Position 
No, Category Item in Total 
1. P.& L, Politicians 14 5 
2. REG. Making a valentine 14 1 
3. REG. Making a football 15 6 
4~ REG. Collecting stamps 16 14 
5. IMAG, Composing classical music 16 4 
6~ IMAG, Writing an article 16 
7. P.I. Jiiwelery 17 
--
a. SOC.IN, Charities or philanthropic 17 ~-
ogranizations 
9. SOC.IN, Advertisements 17 
--10. c.& H. Anti-trust lawa 18 
11. IMAG, Writing a play 18 
--12~ SOC,IN, Social notes 18 
13, P.I, JJ;iuri~s 19 
14. REG, Collecting programs 19 2 
TABLE XXIII 
BOYS AND GIRLSJ ELEVENTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. P.I. How to read the stars 10 17 
2, REG. My colledtion of menus 11 3 
3. REG. Making valentines 11 1 
4. REG. Milking a snowman 11 18 
5. REG. Collecting stamps 12 14 
6~ REG. Collecting programs 12 2 
7~ REC.* Weaving 12 7 
8~ voc. Pharmacy 12 16 
9. IMAG. Composing classical music 12 4 
10, REG. Soaping carving 13 10 
11. REG. liltab1M :glaas ·_ --- .. 14 11 
12. REG. lfowvto;,:make a bed 15 8 
13. REG. Collecting knick-knacks 15 15 
14. REG. My model railroad 15 9 
15, voc. Printing 15 
--16, IMAG, Sounds you hear each day 15 
--17. IMAG, Writing a poem 16 la~· P,I. Libraries 17 
--
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(Table 23 continued) 
19. REC. Sculpture 17 
20. voc. Plumbing 17 --
21. c.& H. The porcupine and his quill 18 
22. voc. Journalism 18 
23. voc. Chicken farming 18 12 
24. voc. Carpentering 18 
25. IMAG, Writing a skit 18 19 
26. IMAG. Monkey business at the zoo 18 
27. P.I. Classical music 19 
28. c.& H, Balloons 19 
29, REC. Astronomy 19 
30. IMAG, Writing edi,orials 19 
--31. IMAG, Writing an article 19 
TABLE XXIV. 
BOYS AND GIRLS; TWELVETH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COM-
POSITION TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST.RATE OF 19% OF LESS 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1~ REC. My model Railroad 4 9 
2~ REC. My collection of menus 5 3 
3, REC. My model airplanes 6 
4~ voc. Chicken farming 6 12 
5~ voc. Pl'Bilbing 7 13 
6, REC. Making valentines 8 1 
7, REC. Collecting stamps - 9 14 
8, REC. Soap carving 9 10 
9. REC. Making a football 10 6 
10. P.I. How to read the stars 11 17 
11. REC. Weaving 11 7 
12. voc. Pharmacy 11 16 
13. voc. Lumbering 11 
14. voc. Cappent-ering 12 
15. c.& H. Balloons 13 
16~ F.& L, Buffalo Bill 13 
17~ REC. Making a showman 13 18 
18, voc. Printing · 13 
19. !MAG. Composing classical music 13 4 
"' 
20. P.I. Wild vegetation 15 
21~ F.& L, Personal Interviews 15 
22. F.& L, Politicians 15 5 
23~ REC. Woodworking 15 
24. REC, Coasting 16 25, voc. Dairy farming 16 
26. !MAG. Composing popular ballads 16 











Working on planes 18 
If I were a pilot... 18 








GIRLS; EIGHTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 











































































Machine designing 9 
Collecting of menus 11 
General farming 11 
Dairy farming ll 
Building automobiles 12 
Working on automobiles 12 
Working on machinery 12 
Working on planes 12 
Carpentering 12 
Sounds you hear each day 13 
Balloons 14 
Politicians 14 
Making valentines 15 
Pharmacy 15 
PRINTING 15 
Composing classical music 15 
The draft 16 
Jazz 16 
Making a snowman 16 
Building 16 
How to make a bed 17 
Soap carving 17 
Monkey business aththe zoo 17 
If I were a pilot ••• 17 
Advertisements 17 
Development of steam engine 18 
Development of electric motorl8 
Astronomy · 18 
Writing editorials 18 
How to make a bed 19 























GIRLS; NINTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. voc. Engineering 5 25 
2. voc. Plumbing 5 8 
3. D.R. Working on machinery 7 
--4. REO. My model railroad 7 ww 
5. RED. My model airplanes 8 1 
6. voc. Carpentering 8 19 
7. REC. Woodworking 9 4 
B. voc. Working on pJa nes 9 27 
9. P.I. Building automobiles 11 
10. REO. Making a football 11 
--11. voc. Lumbering 11 13 
12. D.R. Working on automobiles 12 
--13~ voc. Chicken farming 12 6 
14~ P.I. The draft 15 
--15~ REO. E'J:ching glass 15 23 
16. REC. Making a snow man 15 
--17. voc. Pharmacy 15 18 
18~ c.& H. The development of the steam 16 
--
engine 
19. c.& H. Development of electric motorl6 
20. REC. Collecting stamps 16 12 
21. REC. Ky collection of menus 16 21 
22~ REC. Collecting programs 17 22 
23~ REO. Soap carving 17 10 24. voc. Printing 17 26 25~ voc. Dairy farming 17 5 26~ D.R. How to make a bed 17 27; c.& H. Development of ships 18 28; c.& H. Balloons 18 




GIRLS; TENTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OB LESS 
6 
Position 
No. Category Item "/./ in Total 
1~ voe. Dairy farming 8 5 
2. REC. Soap carving 12 10 
3~ REC. Making a football 12 
4. IMAG. If I were al pilot • •• 13 13 
5; F.& L. Politicians 14 11 
6~ IMAG. Composing classical music 14 15 
7. c.& H. Development of ships 15 
e. P.I. Wild vegetation 16 20 
9~ REC. Collecting stamps 16 12 
10. REC. Collecting knick-knacks 16 
n; c.& H. Why beavers build dams 17 
12~ C.& H. Anti-trust laws 17 16 
13~ REC. Collecting programs 17 22 
14~ REC. Making valentines 18 17 
15. REC. Etching glass 18 23 
16. voc. Journalism 18 
--17; IMAG. Writing an article 18 
18~ REC. Weaving 19 30 
19. REC. Making a snowman 19 
20. voc. The Marines 19 
TABLE XXIX 
GIRLS; ELEVENTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
v 
Position 
No. Category Item in Total 
1. D.R. Working ori machinery 1 9 
2; voc. Working on cars 1 2 
3~ voc. Plumbing 1 8 
4~ voc. Carpentering 2 19 
5; voc. Lumbering 3 13 
6. P.I. Building automobiles 5 3 
7~ voc. Engineering 6 25 
8~ D.R. Working on automobiles 7 
9. REC. Making a football 7 
--10. IMAG. Monkey business at the zoo 7 
11. REC. My model railfoad 8 7 
12; REC. My model airplanes 8 1 
13. voc. Working on airplanes 8 27 
14. F.& L. Buffalo Bill 9 
-i 










































































General farming 9 
How to read the stars 10 
Collecting stamps 10 
Chicken farming 10 
If I were a pile~ ••• 10 
The porcupine and his quill 11 
Balloons 11 
Astronomy 11 
Etching glass 13 
Prin*ing 13 
Dairy farming 13 
Composing classical music 13 
Wild vegetation 14 
My opinion of Industria Arts 14 
How to make a bed 15 




Sounds you hear each day 16 \ 
Soap carving 17 
Somposing popular music 17 
Directing a play 18 
Increasing world trade 18 
My collection of menus 18 
Making valentines 18 
Sculpturing 18 
Directing a movie 19 
Politicians 19 
Writing a play 19 
Writing a poem 19 
Facing wild animals 19 





















GIRLS; TWELVETH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSIT.ION 



















My model airplanes 
Plumbing 
Working on machinery 
Makirig a footbal1 
Enga'neering 


















(Table 30 continued} 
8. voc. Chicken farming 5 6 
9. !MAG. Designing clothe~ 5 
10. P.I. How to read the stars 6 
11. P.I. Building automobiles 6 3 
12. voc. Lumbering 6 13 
13~ D.R. Working on automobiles 7 
14. c.& H. Anti-trust laws 7 16 
15. voc. Working on cars 7 2 
16~ voc. Pharmacy 8 18 
17. voc. Building 8 
--18~ REC. Woodworking 9 4 
19. !MAG. Writing a play 10 
20~ voc. Working on planes 10 27 
21. F.&:.L. Politicians 11 11 
22. F.&: L. Buffalo Bill 11 
23. voc. Law 11 
24. voc. The army 11 
25~ c.& H. Development of electric motorl2 
26. voc. Dairy farming 12 5 
27. c.& H. Development of steam engine 13 
28. REC. Collecting programs 13 22 
29~ REC. Soap carving 13 10 
30. V.GC. General farming 13 14 
31. p .I • The draft 14 
--32. P.I. Wild vegetation 15 20 
33. c.& H. Balloons 15 
34~ F.& L. Writing personal interviews 15 
35~ REC. Making valentines 15 17 
36~ voc. The marines 15 
37. D.R. How to make a bed 16 
38. c.& H. Politics 16 
39. c.& H. The porcupine and his quill 16 
40. voc. Printing 16 26 
41. !MAG. Writing an article 16 
42. P.I. Our new car 17 
43. IM.4.G. Composing popular ballads 17 
44. !MAG. Composing classical music 17 
45~ !MAG. Writing a skit 17 
46. c.& H. The history of the flag 18 
47. c.& H. Development of ships 18 
48~ REC. Weaving 18 
49~ REC. Coasting 18 
50. REC. Making a snowman 18 
51. REC. The navy 19 
~ 52. P.I. Grades (marks} 19 53. voc. Trades 19 
54. !MAG. Stories for newspapers 19 
57 
TABLE XXXI 
ALL BOYS; ALL GRADES; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
Posi ticn 
" 
No. Category Item in Total 
L. REC. Making valentines 8 1 
2. REG. Collecting programs 10 2 
3. P.I. Jewelery 12 3 
4. P.I. Shopping experiences 12 4 
5, REG. My collection of menus 12 5 
6. REC. Circus in town 13 6 
7. REG. Weaving 13 7 
8~ IMAG, Composing classical music 13 8 
9. IMAG. Designing clothes 13 9 
10. P.I. My opinion of Home Ed. 14 lO 
11. D.R. How to make a bed 14 u 
12~ REC. Collecting knick-knacks 14 12 
13. voc. Airplane hostessing 14 u 
14~ REG. Singing in a glee club r5 l:4 
15. IMAG. Interior decoration 15 l& 
16. P.I. Dieting 16 li 
17. F.& L. Description of best friend 16 j,t;! 
18~ REC. Folk dancing l6 j,Q 
19. REG. Making popcorn 16 19 
20~ REC. Etching glass 16 20 
21~ voc. Sewing 16 21 
22; IMAG, Writing a play 16 22 
23. IMAG. Writing a skit 16 23 
24. IMAG. Writing a poem 16 24 
25. REG. Keeping a scrap book 17 25 
26. voc. Decorating 17 26 
27. IMAG. Editorial writing 17 27 
28. SOC.IN. Social notes 17 28 
29~ SOC, IN. Sororities 17 29 
30~ IMAG. Writing an article 18 30 31. SOC, IN. SOcial letters 18 31 32~ P.I. Making my own clothes 18 32 
33. D.R. Cooking a meal 19 33 
34. REC, Soap carving 19 34 35~ voc. Cooking 19 35 36. IMAG. Sounds you hear each day 19 36 37~ IMAG. Editorials 19 37 38. SOC.IN. Advertisement 19 38 
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TABLE XXXII 
BOYS; EIGHTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
Position ,.., 
No. Category Item % in Total 
l. D.R. How to make a bed 6 ll 
2. IMAG. Interior decorating 6 15 
3. P.I. Jewelery 7 3 
4. REC. Collecting programs 8 2 
5. SOC. IN. Sororities 8 29 
6. voc. Sewing 9 21 
7. IMAG. Designing clothes 9 9 
a. IMAG. Writing poems ll 24 
9. P1I. Shopping experiences 12 4 
10. REC. Weaving 12 7 
11. voc. Airplane hostessing 12 13 
12. IMAG. Sounds you hear each day 12 36 
13. D.R. Politicians 13 17 
14. REC. My collection of menus 13 5 
15~ IMAG. Writing a play 13 22 
16; IMAG. Writing a skit 13 23 
17. P.I. Dieting l4 16 
18. REC. Making valentines 14 l 
19. REC. Etching glass 14 20 
20. REC. Making a snow man 14 
21. IMAG. Writing editorials 14 39 
22. voc. Pharmacy 15 
23. REC. Collecting kniok-knaoks 16 llii 
24. S.B. Arguments I have had 16 
25; s.B. Speaking before groups 16 
--26. voc. Decorating 16 26 
8,7. IMAG. Shortstories or plays 16 
28; IMAG. Composing classical music 16 8 
29. IMAG. Writing magazine articles 16 
30. IMAG. Imagined situations 16 
31. IMAG. Editorial writing 16 27 
32. SOC.IN. Writing friendly notes 16 
33. P.I. My opinion of Home Eo. 17 10 
34~ REC. Keeping scrap book 17 25 
35. REC. Trips to a museum 17 
36; IMAG. Writing articles 17 30 
" 
37. SOC.IN. Advertisement 17 38 38; SOC.IN. Social notes 17 28 
39. F.& L. Personal interviews 18 
40; voc. Cooking 18 35 41. voc. Plumbing 18 42. IMAG. Composing popular ballads 18 43. IMAG. Review of book 18 
44. SOC.IN. Social letters 18 31 





















BOYS; NINTH GRADE; ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 












































































Shopping experiences 5 
How to make a bed 6 
Collecting programs 8 
Making Valentines 8 
Folk dancing 9 
Writing editorials 9 
My opinion of Home Ec. 10 
Collection of menus 10 
Jewelry 11 
Writing personal interviews 11 
Weaving 11 
Sewing 11 
Writing a skit 11 
Writing a poem 11 
Composing classical music 12 
About money 13 
Politivians 13 
Sculpture 13 
. Interior decorating 13 
Reporting on a musical 13 
Designing clothes 13 
Collecting knick-knacks 17 
Pharmacy 14 
Etching glass 15 
Sounds you hear each day 15 
Classical Music 16 
Plays I have seen 16 
Journalism 16 
Writing a play 16 
Writing a business letter 17 
Cheating 17 
Writing biographies 17 
Playing classical music 17 
Description of music 17 
Composing popular ballads 17 
























(Table 33 - continued) 60 
37. REC. Soap Carving 16 34 
36. REG. Making popcorn 16 19 
39. !MAG, Review of a Book 16 
40. !MAG, Writing an article 16 30 
41. P.I. Dieting 19 16 
42. P.I. My opinion of art 19 
--43. REC. Listening to classical musis 19 
44. voc. Airplane hostessing 19 13 
45. voc. Printing 19 
--46. voc. Plumbing 19 
TABLE XXXIV 
BOYS; TENTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
Position , 
No. Category Item f. in Total 
1. REC. Making valentines lO 1 
2~ !MAG. Writing a play 11 22 
3, SOC. IN. Social notes 11 28 
4. P.I. Jewelry 12 3 
5, F.& L, Writing personal interviews 12 12 
6, REC~ Singing in a Glee Club 12 14 
7~ REC. Making popcorn 12 19 
a. !MAG, Designing clothes 12 9 
9. !MAG, Editorial writing 12- 27 
10. SOC.IN. Advertisement 13 38 
11. SOC .IN. Social letters 13 31 
12~ F.& L, Politicians 14 
--13. SOC.B, Proper conduct on school bus 14 
14. !MAG, Writing an article 14 30 15, SOC.IN. Charities 14 
--16, P.I. Report cards 15 
--17, P.I. Libraries 15 
--18. voc. Decorating 15 26 
19~ P.I. Grades (Marks) 16 
--20. I',& L. New pupils in our school 16 
--21. REC. Collecting stamps 16 
22; voc. Teaching 16 
--23. !MAG. Monkey business at the zoo 16 
24. !MAG. Acting in a play 16 
--25. SOC .IN. Sororities 16 29 26. P.r. Making own clothes 17 32 27. c.& H. Balloons 17 
28~ REC. Playing classical music 17 29, voc. Airplane hostessing 17 13 30. !MAG, Acting in a movie 17 
--31, !MAG. Writing a short story 17 32. REC. Gardening 18 
--




















































Speaking before groups 
Composing classical music 
Magazine articles 
Planning special activities 
Fraternities 
How to read stars 




Our gang does a good deed 
Arguments I have had 
Plumbing 
Description of music 
Acting in radio & T.V. 
Writing a letter 
































BOYS; ELEVENTH GRADE: ORDER OF PREFERENCE FOR COMPOSITION 
TOPICS WITH AN INTEREST RATE OF 19% OR LESS 
No. Category Item % 
L~ REC, Collecting programs 6 -a 
:::2. REC. Collecting menus 7 -~ 
3. REC. Making valentines 7 _J. 
4. voc. Sewing 7 a:J. 
5. P.I. Shopping experiences 9 -4 
\'-6. P.I. Myopinion of Home Ec. 9 10 
7. REC. Collecting knick-knacks 9 12 
8. P.I. How to read the stars 10 
9. REG. Weaving 10 7 
10. REC. Soap carving 11 34 
11; REG. Making a snow man 11 
12; P.I. Making own clothes 12 32 
13. REG. Singing in a Gree Club 12 14 
14. IMAG. Sounds you hear every day 12 8 
15, p .I • Dieting 14 16 
16. REG, Stamps 14 
17; REC. Keeping a scrap book 14 25 
18. REC. Making popcorn 14 19 
19. REC. Etch1nf ~lass 14 20 20. REG. Using e sure Time 14 -

63 
(Table 36 - continued~ 
15. D.R. How to make a bed 8 11 
16. REG. My model railroad 8 
17. voc. Chicken farming 8 
18. IMAG. Imagined situations 8 
--
" 
19; voc. Painting 9 
20. SOC.IN. Social letters- e 31 
21. REC. Making popcorn 10 19 
22. voc. Cooking 10 35 
23; P.I: Shopping experiences 11 4 
24,4 c.& H: Balloons 11 
25. REC. Folk dancing 11 18 
26. IMAG. Monkey business at a zoo 11 
27. REC. Keeping my scrap book 12 25 
28. REC. Model airpla:las 12 
29. REC. Etching ~lass 12 20 
30. voc; Decorating 12 26 
31. REC; Making candy 13 
32. R1iC. Coasting 13 
33. IMAG. Writing a poem ~ 
34. SOC.IN. Social notes 13 2& 
35. P.I. Souvenirs 14 
36. P.I. Birthday surprise 14 -
37. REC; Making ice-cream 14 
38. voc. Pharmacy 14 
39; voc. Plumbing 14 
40; voc. Composing popular ballads 14 
--41. IMAG. Writing a skit 14 23 
42. IMAC}. Designing clothes 14 9 
43. P.I. Wild vegetation 15 
44; c.&-H. Telegrams 15 
45. F.& L. Buffalo Bill 15 
46. REC. P1ays I have seen 15 
47. IMAG. Frightened at the movies 15 
48. soc;B. Proper conduct on school bus 15 
49; P.Il Collections 16 
50. F.& L. Personal interviews 16-
51. REC. Circus in Town 16 6 
52. REC. Painting 16 
53; REC. Sculpture 16 
54. P.I. How to read stars 17 
55; D.R. Cooking a meal 17 33 
56; F.& L. Movie Stars 17 
57; REC. Making a football 17 
58; voc. Lumbering 17 
--59. SOC.IN. Writing friendly notes 17 
60; SOC .IN. Parties 17 
61; aoc; IN. Sororities 17 29 
62. p;r. . Report cards 18 
63; c.& H Cats that see in the dark 18 
64. REC. Riding a tricky pony 18 
65. INIAG. Writing editorials 18 37 66; P.I. My opinion of art 19 
67. c.& H. How birds help us 19 
68. c.& H. Writing interviews 19 (',.. .. · 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Ideally, one should follow the same group of students 
through the five years of school, testing them each year 
in order to measure accurately the differences of interest 
at each grade level. That being impossigle for the present 
study, the next best approach was taken by measuring the 
total population of the three schools previously ment~oned. 
Figure 1 illustrates graphically the results of this study. 
to ascertain differences in composition interest between the 
sexes and grades. One may draw the following conclusions; 
The difference of interest in topics between the sexes 
in each grade. A comparison between the sexes in grades 
eight and nine reveals that the interest in composition 
topics remains relatively the same. However, in grade ten 
there appears a sharp difference between the two. The num-
ber of topics rated 60% or higher by the boys drops from the 
ninth grade level of 27 to 11 in the tenth. The girls' in-
creases from 25 in the ninth to 47 in the tenth. 
In the eleventh grade there is again this marked in-
crease of interest among the girls, an increase from 47 
topics at the tenth grade level to 70 topics at the eleventh. 
The boys also show a great increase in interest, an increase 
of 11 topics o~er the tenth grade level ••• from 11 topics to 
22. However, because of the decline in the tenth by the boys 
and the two great spurts of interest by the girls in grades 
ten and eleven, there remains a considerable difference in 
interest between the boys and girls. 
Grade twelve shows an interesting parallel between the 
sexes. Both show a decline in interest with the girls drop-
ping by 24 topics while the boys' interest declined by 3 
topics. The difference between the sexes is still marked 
(19 topics by boys to 46 by girls) but reveals a narrowing 
of the gap. This undoubtedly is a result of the delayed 
maturation of boys beginning to manifest itself. 
Differences of interest in topics between the sexes in 
all grades. The difference of interest in topics between the 
322 boys and the 338 girls from all the grades, shows a dif-
ference of 15 topics. The girls showed a greater interest 
with 32 topics while the boys selected 17. 
Differences of interest in topicssbetween grades. The 
study reveals a steady increase of interest from grade to 
grade through the eleventh with a dropping of interest shown 
in the twelveth grade. The increase between the eighth and 
ninth grades is 5 topics; between grades nine and ten the in-
crease is 2 topics; between grades ten and eleven it is 18 
topics' increase. The decrease of interest between grades 
eleven and twelve is by 9 topics. 
T§pics in which boys and girls of grades eignt through 
twelve are the most interested. The reader is directed to 
Tables I-XVIII wherein these topics are listed. 
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Topics in which boys and girls of grades eight through 
twelve are the least interested. The reader is directed to 
Tables XIX- XXXVI wherein these topics are listed. These 
are not used in computing differences in interest in as much 
ad they are indicative of disinterest rather than interest. 
Rather, they are included so that one might easily see the 
least appealing composition topics. 
General observations. It has long been obvious to 
teachers of English that girls are more interested in written 
composition than are boys. By means of this study one can 
see just how great a difference there is. However, in as 
much as the samplings for the separate sexes and grades are 
comparatively small, this study canlonly be suggestive rather 
than conclusive. 
Based on this study one could say that the best years 
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to stress written composition with the boys are during the 
ninth and eleventh grades. Boys tend to be the most resis-
tant during the tenth grade and have a relatively slight de-
cline in interest during their senior year. However, in spite 
of these facts concerning these "off"years, one can readily 
see by examining the tables that there are topics which ap-
peal even then. 
This study also suggests a pattern in the interest rate 
of the girls. One sees a steady progression of interest from 
the eighth grade through the eleventh. In the twelveth grade 
there is the decline which has been previously pminted out. 
The eleventh grade represents the year of peek interest for 
the girls. 
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It also suggests that the grade in Which the most should 
be accomplished in written composition is the eleventh. The 
students of both sexes are at their peek of interest, the 
girls having climbed steadily upward and the boys having 
surged upward from a slump. 
Teachers of English might expect a decline in interest 
from their seniors, so this study would suggest. However, 
it is encouraging to note that though there might be a de-
crease in the rate of interest, there is a marked increase 
in quality. The reader would do well to note the type of 
composition topics in which the seniors are interested. 
(cf. Table VI). This increase in quality more than compen-
sates for the decrease in quantity. The teacher using these 
facts might guide the seniors into some very worthwhile and 
rewarding writing. 
As has been mentioned before, the samplings eor each 
sex in the separate grades are too small to be anything more 
&han suggestive of actual differences. However, when one 
compares the 322 boys from all the grades with the 338 girls, 
the sampling becomes more significant and the results more 
valid. Therefore, in order to compare the composition in-
terests of boys with those of the girls, the grade separation 
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has been disregarded and the interests of all 322 boys have 
been compared with the composition interests of all 338 girls. 
A comparison of the number of topics rated over 6o% has al-
ready been made. It is important that a comparison be made 
of what they are interested in writing about. By taking the 
ten most highly rated topics from each group and comparing 
them, one can see both what they are interested in writing 
about and how they differ in this interest. A full comparison 
is easily acquired by referring to the tables. 
BOYS GIRLS 
% Item (Number) Item % 
67 Sports l. Selecting right clothes 75 
66 Automobiles 2. Juvenile delinquency 74 
65 Hunting 3. Dancing 70 
65 Driving a car (SOC.B.) 4. Listening to popular music 70 
65 Driving an auto (P • I.) s. "After high school, what?" 69 
64 Fishing 6. Clothes 68 
64 Driving autos (VOC.) 7. Dates 68 
63. Money 8. High school life 67 
62 Wild animals 9. Good school spirit 66 
62 Adventure 10. My favorite singer 66 
The composition interests of the boys haie no similarity 
to those of the girls. These of the boys' might be grouped 
under three headings: Cars; Sports; Thrills. 
The Cars category shows interest in writing about oars 
in general, from the point of view of driving them for per-
sonal pleasure, for a vocation, and from the behavioral point 
of view. The Sports area includes sports in general, hunting 
and fishing. The Thrills division includes the wild animals 
the the general adventure. The reference to interest in writing 
t 
about money is obvious. Money is needed to be able to par-
ticipate in any of these interest areas. 
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The highly rated composition interests of the girls might 
also be placed in three categories: Clothes; Music; and Ab-
stract problems. Under the clothes ce,tetory , one fines the 
girls interested in writing about clothes in general and in 
the proper selection of same in particular. Under the music 
category, the girls are interested in writing about dancing 
listening to popular music and about their favorite singer. 
In the abstract problem category, the girls are interested 
in writing tbout problems such as juvenile delinquency, about 
speculation as ta their future; concerning high school life 
in general, and about school spirit. 
These are the most highly rated topics by all of the 
338 girls and 322 boys. It is not startling to ssee this 
listing for the boys are interested in typically "billy" in-. 
terests e.nd the girls in typically "girl" interests and that 
they show more mature interests than the bo,s. What is im-
portant is that they are interested in writing about those 
things. It would seem that a teacher awqre of these facts 
would find it a simple matter to aligg her assignments with 
these interests areas and utilize the interest potential. 
Under each of these broad topics the alert teacher might en-
joy and supply many related topics or sub-divisions that 
would bring similar responses. One can atleast see that the 
lock-step written composition assignment tertainly cannot 
bring the results of an assignment of topics according to 
these diversified interests. 
As has been pointed out, at the high end of the interest 
scale, there is no affinity between the sexes when it comes 
to composition topics. However, if one would peruse the item 
analysis charts found in the appendix, one would note that 
the interests are more comparable between the sexes as one 
approaches the midpoint of the respective range. Then as one 
notes those items at the low end of the scale, one notices 
dissimilarity again, this time in what the sexes are NOT in-
terested in writing about, or their composition dislikes. 
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For the purposes of the last mentioned comparison, tables 
have been prepared in the same way as they ~ere prepared for 
the highly rated topics. Tables XXV and XXXI are of particular 
interest at this juncture as one compares the sexes in all 
grades as to their composition dislikes. The remainder of 
the charis are for those wishing to compare the compositi~n 
dislikes of the sexes at each grade level or to compare the 
grades. 
In comparing the composition dislikes of the sexes, the 




% Item (Number) Item % 
8 Making a valentine 1. Model airplanes 10 
10 Collecting programs 2. Working on cars 11 
12 Jewelery 3. Building automobiles 12 
12 Shppping experiences 4. Woodworking 12 
12 My collection of menus 5. Dairy farming 12 
13 Circus in town 6. Chicken farming 12 
13 Weaving 7. My model rail:f'oad 14 
13 Composing classical music a. Plumbing 14 
13 Designing clothes 9. Working on machinery 15 
14 My opinion of Home Ec. 10. Soap carving 15 
One notices that the composition dislikes of the boys 
center around that which is usually connected with the likes 
of girls and similarly, the composition dislikes of the girls 
center around that which is usually connected with the likes 
of the boys. 
Again, this serves to remind onethat there is a definite 
difference in the composition interests between the boys and 
girls. The teacher teaching composition, desiring to serve 
her children in the best possible way, will be aware of these 
differences and ut'ili;,e them advantageously. 
Suggestions for further syudy. 
L. Make a similar study dealing with college and non-
college prepara~ory divisions rather than with the boy-girl 
division. 
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2. Assign several of these topics for written compositions 
and compare the writing on the highly rated items with that 
done on the low interest topics. 
3. Repeat this study, using just the highly rated items. 
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